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ORTHOGRAPHY OF NAMES AND EPITHETS: The i/j and u/v problem 

Dan H. Nicolson' 

Summary 

An analysis is made of the use of i, j, u, and v respectively as vowels, semivowels and 
fricative consonants. It is concluded that there are three problems: first, the present 
paragraph 5 of Article 73 is not being applied and its deletion is proposed; second, the 
only major problem is the early use of v as a pure vowel and a proposal to correct this is 
made; third, there is no provision in the Code for choosing between alternative ortho- 
graphies in an original publication and a proposal is made covering this with reference 
to the letters i vs. i and u vs. v. 

1. Introduction 

The International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (Stafleu et al., 1972) is 
ambivalent regarding original vs. correct spellings of names and epithets. On one 
hand, Articles 20 and 23 state that the name of a genus or species "may be taken 
from any source whatever, and may even be composed arbitrarily." This clearly 
authorizes artificial neologisms such as anagrams. Some workers consider that this 
authorizes any original spelling. On the other hand, Article 73 states that "the 
original spelling of a name or epithet is to be retained, except for correction of 
typographic or orthographic errors." 

Even with Article 73 there is some tempering of the force of the first paragraph 
(ambivalence). Note 2 states that "the liberty of correcting a name is to be used 
with reserve, especially if the change affects the first syllable and, above all, 
the first letter of a name." 

Some authors take the authority to correct errors broadly and will "correct" 
anything which seems an error. Other authors tend to ignore the authority to 
correct errors and insist on the original spelling. One reason for using original 
spelling, besides the emphasis of the Code, is that the original spelling is objecti- 
vely determinable, while judgment on the existence of a correctable error often is 
subjective and few botanists have had sufficient experience in classical languages 
and linguistics to recognize such errors. 

Nonetheless, there are four errors specifically cited in the main body of 
Article 73 that currently should be corrected when they appear in an original 
spelling: (1) the letters j and v must be used as consonants while i and u can only 
be used as vowels, (2) cited diacritic signs are to be deleted or transcribed as 
specified, (3) "connecting" vowels must be correct (see Nicolson and Brooks, 
1974), (4) terminations of epithets based on personal names must be correct (see 
Nicolson, 1974). 

This paper is concerned with the first error, use of i and u as consonant or i 
and v as vowels. The Code states, "The letters j and v are to be changed to i 
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and u respectively when they represent vowels; the reverse changes are to be 
made when consonants are required. Examples: Taraxacvm Zinn is to be 
changed to Taraxacum, lungia L.f. to Jungia, Saurauja Willd. to Saurauia, sub- 
genus Nevropteris Brongniart to Neuropteris." 

The example of Taraxacvm Zinn is equivocal because Zinn used that spelling 
only once (in majuscule type) and used Taraxacum six times (in minuscule type) 
and in the index. This is not so much a problem of correcting an original spelling 
as it is choosing the original spelling. Saurauja Willd. is also an equivocal 
example because Willdenow also spelled the name Saurauia in the original 
publication. The problem of alternative spellings in an original publication is 
not specifically addressed by the Code, except for Linnaean names (Article 74). 

There is a tendency to regard i/j and u/v changes as simple typographic changes, 
something comparable to latinization of diacritic marks. Diacritic marks are 
easy to recognize, although one must be careful about discriminating between 
the umlaut, which is to be transliterated (RBperia - Roeperia), and the diaresis, 
which cannot be transliterated (Bo6pis). 

Unfortunately, recognition of the use of i and u as consonants or j and v as 
vowels is not so easy. Everything depends on the phoneme and, ultimately, on the 
syllabification. Typography can only enter the discussion after settling sylla- 
bification, which can be extremely controversial and subjective. 

2. History of controversy 

Post and Kuntze (1903, p. xxix) proposed, if i (i) of diphthongs became by 
established custom the consonant j and stands between two vowels write j (not i, 
noty), e.g., Najas, Leucojum, Thuja, Majorana, Papaja, Soja, Satureja Brabejum, Seme- 
jandra, Lejophyllum." I suppose, under this proposal, Maianthemum, Ebermaiera, 
Edraianthus, Brassaiopsis, and hawaiiensis would become Majanthemum, Eber- 
majera, Edrajanthus, Brassajopsis, and hawaijensis. This proposal is easier to 
accept by those who speak languages (e.g., German, Swedish) where j is sounded 
as a semivowel but difficult for those who speak languages where the j is 
sounded as a fricative consonant. The proposal is consistent with what the 
Romans would have done had they adopted the j for the semivowel. The 
proposal does not discriminate between cases where i stands between vowels and 
is not part of a diphthong, for example, naias, in which the authors assume 
without justification that the i is part of a diphthong, that the word is disyllabic 
instead of trisyllabic. This proposal does not mention the problem of i at the 
beginning of a word, Iungia vs. Jungia. 

Rickett (1955) presents a discussion of the i/j problem and cites the following 
original spellings: Iungia, Guajacum, Castilleja, Najas, Apuleja, Buddleja, Sa- 
tureja, Leucojum, Rajania, Serjania and Saurauja. He indicates that all should 
be corrected, except Serjania, as follows: Jungia, Guaiacum, Castilleia, Naias, 
Apuleia, Buddleia, Satureia, Leucoium, Raiania, and Saurauia. This proposes to 
substitute i for j when the letter is used as a semivowel. This generalization is 
not true for Iungia, where he proposes to substitute a j for an i standing as a 
semivowel. If one wishes to press the argument that Iungia must become Jungia 
because it was named for Joachim Jung (sometimes "Ioachimi Iungii") one must 
be prepared to do the same for Serjania, which is stated to be named for 
Philippus Sergeant, hence Sergania (?). 

Rickett's proposal is virtually the reverse of Post and Kuntze's proposal. Post 
and Kuntze propose the use of j for the semivowel and Rickett proposes i for 
the semivowel. However, neither define how to recognize a semivowel, not to 
mention a vowel or a consonant. Probably they would define a semivowel as an 
i/j or u/v standing between vowels or at the beginning of a syllable though this 
does not work with either Serjania (where the j can be a true fricative consonant) 
or Jungia (where the i is a semivowel for which i is not considered correct). I 
wonder if both proposals would change lone to Jone, iota to jota, lonidium to 
Jonidium, or not. 
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Rickett closed with a proposal "that in maintaining the original spelling 
of names, "J" and "V" must be changed to "I" and "U" respectively when they 
represent vowels, while the reverse changes must be made when consonants are 
required." This proposal became part of the Code in 1961 and is still in the 
current (1972) Code in Article 73. 

Paclt (1968) objected to this new provision on the basis that it does not tell 
how to determine when i/j and u/v represent vowels or consonants [or semivowels]. 
He proposed another solution, "In names of other than Greek derivation the 
letter v becomes u before a consonant and, in addition, before a vowel at the 
end of a syllable; and the letter i becomes j before a vowel at the beginning of a 
syllable." This proposal does not address the problem of when j (or u) is to be 
changed to i (or v). It does not cover names of Greek derivation, although the 
discussion indicates that Leucojum should be changed to Leucoium because of its 
Greek origin. Finally, the proposal does not tell how to determine syllabification. 

The syllabification problem became more apparent in Paclt's next paper on the 
subject (1971). In his discussion Paclt gives the syllabification Sau-rau-ja to 
justify the use of j at the beginning of a syllable. However, it can be argued that 
the syllabification is Sau-rau-i-a, where the controversial letter is a separate 
syllable and a pure vowel, not a semivowel at the beginning of a syllable. Paclt 
notes that he has been informed that Willdenow also used the spelling Saurauia, 
but feels that this information is of no account. In fact, it is extremely important. 
The use of a diaresis shows that the letter must be read as a pure vowel standing 
alone from adjacent vowels (as AloE, Bo6pis, Naias). 

It is assumed that Paclt justifies the spellings Buddleja and Greyja because he 
syllabizes them as Budd-le-ja and Grey-ja, but these can be syllabized as Budd- 
le-i-a (or better, Budd-lei-a) and Grey-i-a. Paclt (1968) regarded the orthography 
Magnolja as "rather fantastic." But, he presents no criteria for distinguishing why 
-ia forms a syllable after Grey and Buddle but not after Magnol. 

Thus, none of the proposals have faced the problem that the syllabification 
must be worked out before typographic changes can be made. None of the 
proposals have discriminated between the typographic problems of the very 
different phonemes involved, the pure vowels, the semivowels and the pure 
fricative consonants. Two of the proposals have not been adopted in the Code, 
but the one that was adopted has been largely ignored by the modern major 
compendia, e.g., Index Nominum Genericorum and Airy Shaw (1973); Melchior 
(1964). 

Indeed, the fact that the present provision concerning i/j and u/v is being 
ignored is the principal reason for deleting or modifying the provision. For 
evidence that the provision is largely being ignored I give Table 1. 

TABLE I. Comparison of first validly published orthography and orthographies accepted by 
Rickett, Index Nominum Genericorum, Airy Shaw, and Melchior. 

Original Rickett I.N.G. Airy Shaw Melchior 
Orthography (1955) (1973) (1964) 

Buddleja Buddleia Buddleja Buddleja Buddleja 
Castilleja Castilleia Castilleja Castilleja Castilleja 
Leucojum Leucoium Leucojum Leucojum Leucojum 
Najas Naias Najas Najas Najas 
Rajania Raiania Rajania Rajania Rajania 
Satureja Satureia Satureja Satureja Satureja 
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3. Phonetic aspects 
A major factor in determining whether a letter represents a vowel or a 

consonant is the phoneme or sound represented by the letter. Most languages have 
more phonemes than letters; for example, in English, the letter i stands for very 
different phonemes in the words lice, police, nation and it. Different letters may 
be used for the same phoneme, for example, fish and fission, tough and tuft. 

We tend to divide letters into vowels vs. consonants. Unfortunately the 
phonemes cannot be so neatly divided. The taxonomy and nomenclature of 
phonetics is complicated and somewhat unstable (see Abercrombie, 1967, and 
Malmberg, 1963). Speech sounds may be divided into three major classes: con- 
sonants, semivowels, and vowels. Pure consonants are characterized by a complete 
closure (stop or mute) or constriction (fricative) in the breath channel at a point 
and may be voiced (b, d, g, v) or unvoiced (p, t, k, f). Semivowels include the 
intermediate sounds too open to be consonantal but too closed to be vowels, i.e., 
the liquids I and r, the nasal n and m, the guttural w, the palatal y, the aspirate 
h and the silibant s. Pure vowels (vocalics) are sounded with an open breath 
passage without friction, i.e., a, e, i, o, and u. 

TABLE 2. Usual rendition of similar phonemes in standard alphabets for certain languages 
(excluding dialects). 

English Classical Classical German French Spanish 
Greek Latin 

vowel u v V u u u 
semivowel w none V none none none 
fricative v none none w v v 
vowel i t I i i i 
semivowel y none I j -11- (y), 11 
fricative j, (g) none none none j, (g) none 

Table 2 indicates that classical and modern languages do not have the same 
phonemes, for example, there is no phonetic counterpart in standard Greek, Latin, 
German and Spanish for the palatal fricative represented by j in English (as in 
jam). When the same phoneme exists in two languages it is not necessarily 
represented by the same alphabetic rendition, for example, the semivowel 
represented by y in English (as in yes) is represented in German by j (as in ja) 
and in French by -11- (as in guillotine). The same letter may be used for different 
phonemes, for example the letter j stands for different phonemes in John 
(English), Jean (French), Johann (German) and Juan (Spanish). 

A pertinent factor in language evolution and word assimilation is that a vowel 
between vowels may harden into a semivowel and finally into a consonant. For 
example, the monosyllabic Greek word for ship, naus (vavg), became disyllabic 
na-vis (Latin) and gave rise to navy (English); the sound involved started as an 
unstressed diphthongal vowel in Greek, hardened to a semivowel when followed 
by a vowel in Latin (value of w in English) and became a pure consonant in 
English. The Greek word for the letter i, the trisyllabic i-o-ta (toma), became 
disyllabic, io-ta (Latin) and gave rise to monosyllabic jot (English); the sound 
involved started as a pure vowel in Greek, hardened to a semivowel in Latin 
(with the value of y in English) and became a pure consonant in English. In short, 
syllabification is a major factor in determining whether a given letter represents a 
consonant, semivowel or vowel. 
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4. Typography 

Typography, the choice of a letter for a given phoneme, has changed through 
history within languages, as well as between languages. The letters i, y, and j, 
as well as u, w, and v, are interrelated and at various times have been interchanged 
for the same phonemes. The conventions governing the use of these letters within 
modern languages has more or less stabilized, although there still are significant 
divergences between languages (see Table 2). 

The Attic Greeks had only two of the six phonemes involved and, hence, few 
typographic problems. They used upsilon (Y, v) for the pure vowel phonemes 
approximating u (as in English brute or full), although the phoneme was the more 
forward sound of the French digraph eu or ii in German. They had no letter nor 
phoneme for the guttural semivowel (w in English we), although th Aeolic dialect 
had the phoneme and used digamma but the phoneme and letter soon became 
obsolete. They had no letter nor phoneme for the voiced labiodental fricative 
consonant represented by v (in English van). They used iota (I, t) for the vowel 
phonemes represented by i (as in English machine or sit) but had neither the 
phoneme nor letter for the semivowel y (English yes) nor for the palatal fricative 
consonant j (English jam). 

According to Greenough et al. (1903, p. 1) the Latin alphabet was the same 
as the English alphabet except that it lacked J, U, and W. It consisted only of 
capital (majuscule) letters. The minuscule letters, with which we are familiar, did 
not come into general usage until about 900 A.D. 

The Romans had four of the six phonemes involved and only two letters for 
the four phonemes. In medieval Latin the two fricative phonemes were introduced 
about the same time that new letters were introduced. Confusion and indifference 
characterize the result of scribes and printers of one evolving language putting 
down the words by an author belonging to the same or another evolving language 
group. 

The Latin V originally was used by the Romans for two sounds, a vowel 
(English u) and a semivowel (English w). In later Latin, before separation of the 
Romance languages, the semivowel hardened into a voiced fricative consonant 
(English v). The rounded uncial capital U, which had the same phonetic value 
of the angular capital V, appeared about 350 A.D. In the late middle ages the 
V/v came to represent the voiced fricative (English v) and U/u came to represent 
the vowel. This left the semivowel (English w) without a letter and Norman 
scribes used vv (or uu), preferring to double an existing letter rather than 
adopting the Anglo-Saxon rune, wen (see Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 1966, under 
letters U, V and W). In German the trifurcation of V into U, V and W followed 
a different course and W came to represent a different phoneme (English v) 
while V came to stand for yet another phoneme (English f). 

The letters I, J, and Y are related but not as closely as U, V, and W. The letter 
Y is related to V/U in origin. The Greek upsilon (Y, v) is now transliterated as u 
when it is part of a case ending (avipo)nov, anthropou, of the man) but as y when 
it is not part of a case ending (txavog, ichthyos, of the fish). The Romans, after 
the conquest of Greece, adopted the letter Y for the Greek upsilon which had a 
sound foreign to Latin (and English). The Y was used only for transliterating 
Greek words and never became truly naturalized in Latin. 

The Latin I originally was used by the Romans for three phonemes, two vowels 
(English i as in machine or sit) and a semivowel (English y). In later Latin the 
semivowel hardened into a fricative consonant (English j or soft g) and the letter 
I/i came to stand for four sounds: two vowels, a semivowel and a fricative 
consonant. Around the 16th century printers began to use i for the vowels, y, i, 
or j for the semivowel, and j for the consonant but the differentiation was not 
complete until about the 19th century. Some modern languages still use j for 
the semivowel (e.g., German) and lack the related fricative consonant. Indeed, 
until very recently, German dictionaries and indices treated words beginning with 
I and J as a single alphabetic sequence between H and K. Thus, the letter I 
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trifurcated into I (vowels), Y (semivowel) and J (fricative) in English and bifur- 
cated into I (vowels) and J (semivowel) in the Teutonic languages. 

The typographic question of which letter to use between i/y/j or u/w/v is 
extremely complicated and ultimately depends on the phoneme represented and 
the language of the author. It is not helpful to appeal to Roman usage since Romans 
only used V and I. Conventions of medieval usage (after 900 A.D.) are equally 
unhelpful, the scribes and printers often being indifferent or inconsistent in usage 
of i/y/j and u/w/v. Recent texts and dictionaries of classical Latin, for speakers 
of English, lately seem to use u and i for vowels, v and i for semivowels and 
take the position that the fricative consonants (English v and j) did not exist in 
classical Latin. Howevzer, some reputable Latin dictionaries (Lewis and Short, 
1879) and grammars (Greenough et al. 1903) use j for the semivowel. 

Before considering rules we should consider cases where the letter i/j and u/v 
are used respectively as vowels, semivowels and fricative consonants to determine 
which usages are acceptable and which are intolerable. 

5. Use of I/J/U/V as vowels, semivowels and consonants 

There are two ways to tell whether a letter is being used as a vowel, semivowel 
or consonant.. The phonetic method is best, if one knows the sound: the vowels 
being completely open, as i in bit and police or u in brute or full; the semivowels 
have some closure, as y in yes or w in we; the fricative consonants have a distinct 
stricture, as j in June or v in Virginia. The phonetic method is not applicable to 
biological orthography unless one wants to get into subjective questions as how an 
author pronounced a name that he published. 

The second way is by analysis of the letters surrounding the letter in question. 
There are technical difficulties which make the absolute definition of vowels, 
semivowels and consonants by this method extremely complex, if not incom- 
prehensible. The following definitions must be understood as specifying the 
conditions when vowels, semivowels and fricative consonants sometimes, but not 
always, exist. Exceptions will be discussed under examples of the usages. Vowel: 
a letter between consonants, semivowels or between a consonant and a semivowel. 
Semivowel: a letter between vowels. Consonant: a letter between a consonant or 
semivowel and a vowel. 

V as a vowel: When v is used between consonants, semivowels or a consonant 
and a semivowel it is extremely disconcerting to the modern eye (Cvrvligo, 
Brvnnichia, Jvngia). This usage is intolerable. 

V as a semivowel: Use of v between vowels is acceptable (Avena, Buchenavia, 
Carludovica, Evodiella, Rauvolfia). Classical scholars will pronounce this 
intervocalic glide with the value of the English w in wood. 

V as a fricative consonant: When v is preceded by a consonant or a semivowel 
and followed by a vowel it is acceptable (Cervantesia, Joinvillea). Classical 
scholars may pronounce this v as a semivowel if they realize that there was no 
fricative consonant in classical Latin. If the letter v is preceded only by an 
initial consonant or semivowel and followed by a vowel it is usually standing 
as part of a diphthong and a vowel (Gvajacum). However, it is difficult to 
legislate against this usage without affecting names like Svensonia, Vvendenskya 
and Yvesia. 

U as a vowel: When u is between consonants, semivowels, or a consonant and 
a semivowel it is acceptable (Butea, Cupressus, Wurdackia, Yucca). 

U as a semivowel: When u appears between vowels it is acceptable (Aiouea, 
Bauera, Couepia, Euodia, Euonymus, Gouania), although some purists might 
wish that v or w had been used. Note that the classical pronunciation of u or v 
as a semivowel is the same (w as in wood). 

U as a fricative consonant: Unimaginable! If u were preceded by a consonant 
or semivowel and followed by a vowel it could be a fricative, but it is only part 
of a diphthong (Cuatrecasea, Ruellia, Quisqualis). If u is an initial letter of a 
word followed by a vowel it could be a fricative consonant but in the examples, 
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Uapaca, Uebelina and Uittienia, the letter must be interpreted as a true vowel 
or a semivowel, depending on syllabification. 

J as a vowel: If j is between consonants, semivowels or a consonant and a 
semivowel it should be appearing as a true vowel. The only example noticed is 
Svjda Opiz which was fortunately published with a more digestible variant, 
Svida. However, it was a nomen nudum and invalidly published. If J is the 
initial letter and followed by a consonant it should be a vowel. Jrillium Raf. 
is a later spelling error for Trillium. Jrpex is a later spelling error for Irpex. 
The only clear example of an initial J followed by a consonant is Jryaghedi, 
a pre-Linnaean name revived by Kuntze, which probably should have been 
rendered as Iryaghedi (as in Iryanthera). The spelling Jryaghedi is so deliberate 
and non-Latin (barbarous) that one is tempted to accept it as published. It seems 
wisest not to legislate against such a rare and unusual usage. 

J as a semivowel: When j stands between vowels it is acceptable (Ajuga, Bojeria, 
Buddleja, Cajanus, Clav•la, Feioa, Geiera, Guajava, Kajewskia, Leucojum, 
Majorana, Najas, Neojatropha, Rajania, Satureja, Sinojackia, Soja, Thuja). 
Classical scholars might prefer to change this use of j to i, in some, if not all 
cases. Others might prefer y (Soya). I consider it simplest and reasonable to accept 
original spellings. Classical scholars will pronounce the intervocalic i as y in 
yellow. 

J as a fricative consonant: When j is preceded by a consonant or semivowel 
and followed by a vowel it is acceptable (Cansjera, Gjellerupia, Ibadja, Serjania). 
Classical scholars who are aware that there was no fricative j in classical Latin 
may pronounce this j as the semivowel y in yellow. There is no linguistic 
difference between j as a semivowel or fricative consonant. Both can exist when j 
is followed by a vowel and the only difference is in pronunciation which is 
determined by the language of the speaker, in most cases. 

I as a vowel: When i appears between consonants, semivowels, or a consonant 
and a semivowel it is acceptable (Bidens, Bixa, Crinum, Didiclis). 

I as a semivowel: When i appears between vowels it is acceptable (Aglaia, 
Duroia, Ebermaiera, Edraianthus, Leiophyllum, Maianthemum, Meiogyne). 

I as a fricative consonant: When i is preceded by a consonant or semivowel 
and followed by a vowel it could stand for a fricative but it is only part of 
diphthong or digraph, the end of a syllable or an isolated syllable, hence a 
vowel (Abies, Greyia, Siegfriedia, Slum). An initial I followed by a vowel could 
stand for a fricative consonant but is probably better interpreted as a semivowel 
or isolated vowel (Iaera, lebine, ioannis, lonidium, iowensis, Iungia, lulus). A 
rule that would change all of the above usages of i to j seems unnecessary and 
unacceptable. A rule that would change some, but not all, will be exceedingly 
complicated. It is far simpler to allow the original spelling to stand. 

The above review of the use of u, v, i and j as vowels, semivowels and 
fricative consonants indicates that the only unacceptable usage is v as a vowel. 
Other usages are either clearly acceptable, unimaginable to rare, or controversial. 
The clearly acceptable usages, which need legislation, are: v as a semivowel or 
fricative consonant, u as a vowel or semivowel, j as a fricative consonant, and i 
as a vowel or semivowel. The exceedingly rare or unimaginable usages, which 
warrant no legislation, are: u as a fricative consonant, i as a vowel, and i as a 
fricative consonant. The controversial usage is j as a semivowel. This is a 
controversy best settled by the simplest acceptable means. It is true that Romans 
would have written I (not i) for this semivowel. It seems best to accept 
the fact that botanical Latin has come to use J/j for this semivowel, in many cases, 
and let it go at that, i.e., accept the original spelling. It is not desirable to change 
the semivowel ) to i in all cases, nor is current usage tending to do so (see 
Table 1). It would be complex to devise a rule that would allow some, but not 
all, semivowel j's to be changed to i's. 
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6. Proposals for revision of the Code 

Proposal io0: Delete Paragraph 5 and its examples from Article 73- 
As explained above (see Table i), this provision is largely ignored by modern major 

compendia. It should be noted that the Linnaean spellings cited in Table i (Buddleja, 
Leucojum, Najas, Rajania, Satureja) are not protected by Article 74 from the present 
Paragraph 5 of Article 73. Article 74 only pertains to Linnaean generic spellings which 
differ between the Species Plantarum (I753) and the Genera Plantarum 

(i754). 
Review of the examples cited for the present Paragraph 5 of Article 73 indicates a 

need for reconsideration. As pointed out in the introduction of this paper, two of the 
four examples (Taraxacvm/Taraxacum and Saurauja/Saurauia) are fine examples for a 
different problem not addressed by the Code: choosing between alternative spellings 
which appear in the original publication. These examples do not pertain to correcting an 
original spelling but choosing the acceptable one. 

The example of correcting Iungia Lf. to Jungia, desirable as it superficially seems, is 
dangerous because it could establish a precedent for any of the following unacceptable 
alternatives: (i) changing an initial I to J before a vowel (affecting Ionidium), changing 
i to j when used as a semivowel (affecting Aglaia, Ebermaiera) or (3) changing the 
latinized spelling of an honorific name to reflect the original spelling of the personal 
name (affecting Buchenavia, named for Buchenau; Rajania, named for Ray; Serjania, 
named for Sergeant; Vellozia, named for Velloso; Wisteria, named for Wistar; Befaria, 
named for Bejar). 

The final example, changing Filicites subgenus Nevropteris Brongniart to Neuropteris 
seems pedantic and spurious. The purpose of Paragraph 5 of Article 73 was to help 
determine the correct spellings of names published in works which show typographic 
indifference in the use of the letters V/v and U/u. Brongniart's paper, indeed, the entire 
volume of the periodical in which his paper appeared, shows complete consistency in 
using v for consonants (and semivowels) and u for vowels. Brongniart consistently (three 
times) used the spelling Nevropteris. Overturning this spelling sets an undesirable 
precedent (affecting: Evacidium Pomel., Evandra R. Br., Evodiopanax Nakai, Mezonevron 
Desf., Nevrolis Raf., if not Vvedenskya Korovin.). 

Proposal io2: Insert new paragraph after Paragraph 4 in Article 73. 
'If the letter v is used as a vowel in an original spelling of a pre-i8oo name or 

epithet, substitute the letter u (Uffenbachia, not Vffenbachia Fabricius). When alternative 
typographies of a name or epithet exist in the original publication and involve choice 
between the letters i/j or u/v, accept the typography with i or u before a consonant or 
semivowel and i or v before a vowel (Taraxacum Zinn, not Taraxacvm Zinn; Curculigo 
Gaertner, not Cvrcvligo Gaertner; Saurauja Willdenow, not Saurauia Willdenow; Jungia 
Gaertner, not Iungia Gaertner nor Jvngia Gaertner).' 

The two sentences of this proposal stem from the same causes, the early use of alphabets 
lacking capitals U and J, if not lower case u and j, and the early indifference to modern 
differentiation in usage of i/j and u/v. One typography (spelling) commonly appears in 
Roman capital letters in a title, another in lower case in the discussion or index, and some- 
times in cursive letters on an illustration. Gaertner's De Fructibus is replete with examples 
of this: JVNGIA appears in a bold-face heading, Jungia in the text, and Iungia in 
cursive letters on the plate. When such alternative typographies exist in an original 
publication it is clear that we are dealing with indifference to modern conventions of 
using i/j and u/v. The proposal to use i and u before a consonant or semivowel and j or v 
before a vowel in such cases of alternative spellings is simple and straight forward. It will 
result in use of i and u as vowels and j and v as consonants or semivowels, all acceptable 
usages by modern conventions. 

When there is no alternative spelling given, as in Vffenbachia Fabricius or Najas Lin- 
naeus, we have a different problem. Has the author used the typography because of in- 
difference to modern usages of i/j and u/v, or not? As analysed above, in the section on 
usage of i/j/u/v respectively as vowels, semivowels and consonants, the only real problem 
is the use of v as a vowel. I find that most examples of this problem are covered in the 
section on alternative spelling. Indeed, I was hard-pressed to find an example that falls 
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here and not there. However, I believe that more examples exist and that it is worth 

accounting for them. I also believe that the usage of v as a vowel is easily recognized and 
the proposal needn't be complicated by definition of a vowel. Such a definition would 

require specification of use of v as an isolated syllable, as part of a diphthong, and as 

part of a monovocalic syllable. 
After I8oo it becomes difficult to argue that an author was indifferent to the use of v 

as a vowel. The orthography Mezonevron was repeatedly used by Desfontaines ( 8 I 18) in sever- 
al type faces. There is no evidence in the work in which Mezonevron was published that the 
printer was indifferent to the use of v as a vowel. To argue that v stand for a vowel because it is 
a transliteration of the Greek upsilon is a step toward imposing modern conventions of translit- 
erating classical Greek. This is a dangerous precedent which leads to endless controversy as one 
faces other transliteration problems, such as the Greek aspirate (Heleocharis vs. Eleocharis), 
the internal rho (macrorrhizus, macrorhizus vs. macrorrizus, the terminal Greek eta (Typhe 
vs Typha), the diphthong ot (Phloiodicarpus vs. Phloeodicarpus vs. Phlojodicarpus) or at 
(Paionia vs. Paeonia). In these examples the initial orthography is most correct by 
standards of transliteration of classical Greek into modern languages but the second 
orthography is more correct for transliteration into Latin. These controversial problems 
are avoided simply by accepting the original validly published spelling. We are not 
interested in questions of what an author should have done but in what he did. In the 
case of Mezonevron it should be noted that this v can be understood and accepted as a 
fricative consonant, exactly as it should be transliterated from modern Greek, in which the 
diphthongal upsilon has hardened into a full consonant. 
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